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 PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
 1. To seek approval from the Council to: 
 
 (a) grant delegated authority to the Corporate Support Unit Manager to enter into new 

protocol agreements with telecommunication providers consistent with the 
Telecommunications Amendment Act 2011 

 
 (b) inform Council of the financial impact arising from the new Act. 
 
 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
 2. Christchurch City Council entered into protocol agreements to licence sites for 

telecommunication purposes with a number of telecommunication providers between 2001 and 
2008. 

 
 3. There are currently four protocol agreements with three telecommunication providers: 

Vodafone, Telecom, 2 Degrees and with a smart electricity metering company Arc Innovations. 
 
 4. Under the current protocol agreements, the Council permits the network operators to utilise its 

street assets (street lights, traffic lights, etc) for the purpose of erecting their respective devices.  
In exchange, the Council receives an annual licence fee per site.  There are approximately 
100 roadside cell sites in Christchurch and annual licence fees vary from $4,000 to $9,000 
per annum plus GST per site depending on the specification of hardware attached to the street 
asset. 

 
 5. The protocol agreements for both Vodafone and Telecom expired in August and 

September 2011 respectively.  The protocol agreements for Arc Innovations and 2 Degrees 
expire in 2017 and 2018 respectively.   

 
 6. Council staff have been in negotiations with Vodafone and Telecom who both expressed 

interest in entering into new protocol agreements with the Council.  This negotiation was 
somewhat prolonged due to the Telecommunications Amendment Act 2011 which came into 
effect on 1 July 2011.  This amendment does not permit local authorities to request for payment 
for wireless works on roads. 

 
 7. With the effect of the Telecommunications Amendment Act 2011, it is necessary to amend the 

terms and conditions of the new protocol agreements to reflect the Telecommunications 
Amendment Act 2011 while retaining the current practice and process for site approval on 
Council roads and properties. 

 
 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
 8. There are no direct financial implications arising from the purpose of this report and the 

resolution sought.  However, associated with this matter Buddle Findlay, the Council’s legal 
advisors, have confirmed that Council has lost the ability to charge an annual licence fee for 
telecommunication purposes on legal road as of 1 July 2011 in accordance with the 
Telecommunications Amendment Act 2011.  This issue is being considered by the Council’s 
Finance and Business Performance Team and will be dealt with in the Annual Plan and Long 
Term Plan (LTP) processes. 

 
 9. Despite the legislative changes, Vodafone and Telecom have both indicated their commitment 

in honouring the existing annual licence payments to Council until the respective site’s term 
expires progressively until 2018. 

Note
Please refer to the Council's minutes for the decision.
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 Do the Recommendations of this Report Align with 2009-19 LTCCP budgets?  
 
 10. Yes.  
 
 LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 
 11. The Telecommunications Amendment Act 2011 which came into effect on 1 July 2011. 
 
 12. Sections 153 and 135 of the Act have been under scrutiny and forms a key part of the 

negotiation of the protocol agreement.  Section 153(1) of the Telecommunications Amendment 
Act 2011 states: 

 
  “Despite anything in this Act or in any other enactment, no local authority or other person who 

has jurisdiction over any road may require the payment, by or on behalf of a network operator, 
of any amount of or in the nature of rent in respect of any line, wireless works, or other works 
constructed in, on, along, over, across, or under that road.” 

 
 13. Section 135 of the Telecommunications Amendment Act 2011 states: 
 
 (1) Except as provided in subsection (2), a net work operator may –  
 
 (a) Construct, place, and maintain lines or wireless works in, on, along, over, across, 

or under any road; and 
 
 (b) For any of those purposes, open or break up any road and alter the position of any 

pipe (not being a main) for the supply of water or gas; and 
 
 (c) Alter, repair, or remove those lines or wireless works or any part of those lines or 

wireless works. 
 
 14. A network operator must exercise the powers contained in Section 135(1) in accordance with 

any reasonable conditions that the local authority or other person who has jurisdiction over that 
road requires. 

 
 15. Telecommunication providers can construct wireless works on legal road as of right subject to 

reasonable conditions under Section 135(1) and no local authority may require the payment in 
the nature of rent in respect of any wireless works constructed on that road under Section 
153(1). 

 
 16. Buddle Findlay is currently engaged by the Council in preparing the new protocol agreement for 

Vodafone and Telecom reflecting the changes in Telecommunications Amendment Act 2011.  
The new protocol will retain the approval process of cell sites on Council roads and properties. 

 
 Have you considered the legal implications of the issue under consideration?  
 
 17. Yes, as above. 
 
 ALIGNMENT WITH LTCCP AND ACTIVITY MANAGEMENT PLANS 
 
 18. Yes. 
 
 Do the recommendations of this report support a level of service or project in the 2009-19 

LTCCP? 
 
 19. Yes – renewal and replacement of street lighting systems. 
 
 ALIGNMENT WITH STRATEGIES 
 
 20. Yes – Greater Christchurch Urban Development Strategy. 
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 Do the recommendations align with the Council’s strategies? 
 
 21. Yes – it contributes to the plan for managing urban development, enhancing open spaces and 

creating more liveable centres. 
 
 CONSULTATION FULFILMENT 
 
 22. Not applicable. 
 
 STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
 

That the Council resolves that the Corporate Support Unit Manager be given delegated authority to 
enter into or vary Protocol Agreements with current and future telecommunication providers and that 
the same telecommunication provider covers the Council’s costs associated with this. 

 
 BACKGROUND 
 
 23. In 2001 the Council entered into Protocol Agreements with Vodafone and Telecom for their 

cellular network rollouts.  The purpose of these protocols was to enter into partnership with the 
companies in managing the cell sites on public spaces and enable their rollout to be eventuated 
in a timely manner.  

 
 24. The public spaces are mainly on the road spaces where there is presence of number of street 

furniture.  The main aim is to minimise the amount of street furniture on road and the 
replacement of street lighting poles and traffic signal poles in appropriate locations are sensible 
options. 

 
 25. The selection criteria for the roadside site are as shown in Attachment 1.  Following approval 

of the site, resource consent for that particular site will need to be lodged.  Installation for the 
approved site will only commence following the granting of resource consent. 

 
 26. The approval process shown in Attachment 1 generally works well with increasing 

understanding of the radio frequency field and the resource management requirements for the 
cell sites by the communities.  There were few occasions that resident groups raised their 
concerns and where possible telecommunication providers did make someway to 
accommodate their concerns either relocation to their less desirable site, undergrounding of 
existing overhead services or special pole design. 

 
 27. The introduction of National Environment Standard (NES) for permitting low telecommunication 

facilities in certain place on legal road without the need of resource consent in 2008 also 
provides further assistance to the process of Council’s approval for roadside cell facilities.  The 
brief summary of the NES’s requirement is shown in Attachment 2. 

 
 28. The relationships with the telecommunication providers and the Protocol Agreement that 

supports them has worked well.  There are good processes around how applications are dealt 
with, including site selection.  It is not intended to change these as they have worked 
successfully for a number of years and for numerous applications across the city.  This 
resolution is sought to simply replace expired agreements and modify the existing ones to align 
with the changes to Sections 135 and 153 of the Act. 
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29. In order to provide the Council a quick snapshot of the indirect financial implications due to 

recent legislative changes, the table below illustrates how much revenue the Council receives in 
the current financial year plus the revenue projection for the next seven financial years.  It also 
shows the estimated annual losses per financial year as a result of the Telecommunications 
Amendment Act 2011. 

 
Financial Year Total Revenue 

(Roadside cell-sites only) 
Loss per Year 

2011/12 $846,203.88  
2012/13 $831,020.88 $15,183.00 
2013/14 $813,694.27 $17,326.61 
2014/15 $469,278.76 $344,415.51 
2015/16 $200,473.65 $268,805.11 
2016/17 $155,419.24 $45,054.41 
2017/18 $147,723.04 $7,696.20 
2018/19 $0.00 $147,723.04 

 
 30. Overall, the accumulative revenue loss in the next seven financial years is estimated to be 

around $850,000.  As per table above, there will be no roadside cell-site annual licence fees 
payable to the Council from the 2018/19 financial year onwards in regards to roadside cell-sites 
only. 
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